
SOLICITATIONS WORKING GROUP MEETING
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Agenda
1. Discuss takeaways from 1/31 CPUC Solicitations Stakeholder meeting

Meeting Notes

Discuss takeaways from 1/31 CPUC Solicitations Stakeholder meeting

● All relevant documents (including the slide deck and meeting notes) can be found
at the CAEECC website

● Topics covered during the meeting included:
○ IOU updates on portfolio development and upcoming solicitation plans
○ IE report-out on their recent semi-annual report findings/observations
○ Consultant summary of process evaluation study for 3P solicitations

process
○ CPUC report on recent CET updates
○ Discussion regarding cultivating small and DBE participation in 3P efforts
○ Update from IOUs on bidder feedback improvements

● Throughout the meeting, the Council interjected a number of questions:
○ We asked IOUs to provide an update on efforts to speed up future

solicitations; none of the IOUs offered commitments to speed up future
solicitations.

○ We asked for an update about PA effort to address the apparent 3-stage
solicitation process; this caught the IOUs flat-footed and didn’t know what
to say.

○ We asked whether IOUs have budgeted for 3P impact, process and
market evaluations in their EM&V budgets; nobody from the IOUs had an
answer.

○ We asked the CPUC to host a workshop to inform stakeholders about
recent CET updates; they agreed to move forward with this.

● Don Arambula (IE) noted that the IOUs are putting undue risk in the 3Ps, which
was an eye opener.

● Somebody voiced a concern that SCE put all their eggs in one basket, which is
quite risky.

○ If the solicitation process is too onerous and there is a risk that the
implementer won’t perform; SCE casually stated that they could just go
back out to the market and get another vendor.

○ What is the incentive for the IOUs to really do anything except manage
risk to the nth degree.
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● Another IOU imposes unreasonable performance assurance guarantees against
vendors in case they fail. That seems like an unreasonable burden, especially for
smaller bidders.

● How are the first trauch of 60% 3P programs are doing now that they have been
in the field for a year and whether the CPUC is tracking the success and
potentially moving back to re-solicitation.

○ Here's the path to where PAs post their results: Link
○ Greg to ask Justin Galle at CPUC about this.

● The new MAP programs are not following any type of similar procurement
process; it seems that the IOUs have already made their selections for MAP
vendors.

○ Greg to inquire about this with the ED and ask about what appears to be a
double-standard.

● Pushing risk onto 3Ps is a huge barrier to innovation and there is no premium to
enable that level of innovation.

● The pure P4P approach stifles any meaningful innovation due to all of the risk
that is being imposed on 3Ps.

Next Meeting
Our next Working Group meeting will be on March 22, 2022.  This meeting will recur on
a monthly basis on the Fourth Tuesday at 2 – 3 pm.  An invite from Admin@cedmc.org
has gone out to all folks on the Working Group.
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